The aim of the present study is to exemplify the use of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) for parameter prediction. Missing value or unreal approach to some questions in scale is a problem for unbiased findings. To learn a real pattern with ANN provides robust and unbiased parameter estimation. Approach: To this end, data was collected from 906 students using "Scale of student views about the expected situations and the current expectations from their families during learning process" for the study entitled "Student views about the expected situations and the current expectations from their families during learning process". In the study, first the initial data set gathered using the measurement tool and the new data set produced by Multi-Layer Receptors algorithm, which was considered as the highest predictive level of ANN for the research were individually analyzed by Chaid analysis and the results of the two analyses were compared. Results: The findings showed that as a result of Chaid analysis with the initial data set the variable "education level of mother" had a considerable effect on total score dependent variable, while "education level of father" was the influential variable on the attitude level in the data set predicted by ANN, unlike the previous model. Conclusion/Recommendations: The findings of the research show Artificial Neural Networks could be used for parameter estimation in cause-effect based studies. It is also thought the research will contribute to extensive use of advanced statistical methods.
INTRODUCTION
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is an artificial intelligence application developed from the neural (neurological) pattern of human brain's learning spot. First studies on ANN started with modeling the nerve cells forming the brain and the application of these modeling's into the computer systems (Haykin,1999) . Afterwards, it has become common in many fields in parallel with the development in computer systems. ANN has efficient usage in many fields such as medicine, industry, biology, electronic systems, optimization and social sciences (Golden, 1996) .
Artificial Neural Networks could conduct both linear and non-linear model approaches together and so it can get the correlation between variables on a more valid basis (Erilli et al., 2010) . ANN is accepted as a strong method that learns the structures of the current data, establishes a new relations network in the real world and conducts many statistical processes such as making parameter estimation, classification, optimization and time series in this relations network in a determined way (Badr et al., 2003; Elmas, 2003; Fausett, 1994; Uzun and Erdem, 2005) . This method analyzes the data set in three stages. At the first stage, a considerable portion of the data set is used for "training process". ANN tries to detect the relationships between the variables of the data set and so it tries to determine the characteristic of the research pattern. At the second stage, based on the learnings of the first stage, it tries to perceive the model and this process is named the "perceptron process/hidden process". In the perceptron process, the ideal functions that belong to the model are produced and Weights (W i ) of explanatory variable(s) upon the dependent variables are obtained. The third stage is the new model estimation the ANN produces for the real world and this process is named the "output process" (Manel et al., 1999) .
The first artificial neural network model was developed in 1943 by Warren McCulloch, a neurologist and Walter Pitts, a mathematician. The first artificial neural network developed by McCulloch and Pitts was based on a simple electric circuit and the developed model is shown in Fig. 1 .
In Fig. 1 , "x" represents the predictive variable set in the model, w represents the weight of each predictive variable and vector v represents total weight of independent variables. Finally, y represents the output by artificial neural network. In the network, vector v is obtained by the sum of weighted effects of all predictive variables, since their effects in the model are associated with neurons. Mathematical representation of vector v is shown in Eq. 1:
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ANN includes several sub-types which are used to analyze different models. Gardner and Dorling (1998) created taxonomy for ANN, which is briefly shown in Fig. 2 .
ANN tries to learn current data structure within the frame of some learning algorithms. Learning algorithms with using some ANN type discussed in the literature are "Single Layer Perceptron-SLP", "Additive Linear Element-ALE", "Multi-Layer Perceptron-MLP", "Perceptron Neural Network-PNN", "General Regression Neural Network-GRNN" and "Radial Basis Function Networks-RBFN" methods (Gardner and Dorling, 1998; Wieland and Mirschel, 2008) . According to the data set being linear or not, ANN not only suggests the ideal learning algorithm, but also shows possibilities of correct definitions for model by different learning algorithms.
Feed forward-back-propagation algorithm and MLP: MLP is one type of neural networks. MLP uses Back-Propagation Algorithm. Therefore, it could estimate the model with least error rate and the ideal weights of independent variables. In other words, it could minimize the difference between the expected (Gardner and Dorling, 1998; Schalkoff, 1992) . Unlike other statistical techniques, MLP does not prioritize assumptions about the distribution of the data set. It is pretty effective in modeling high non-linear functions. Back Propagation Networks (BPN) is a network which is frequently used. The standard backpropagation algorithms are conjugate gradient algorithms in which net weights move in negative gradient of performance function (Hamzacebi and Kutay, 2004) . Back Propagation Networks (BPN), which has many types, is based on standard optimization techniques such as conjugate gradient method and Newton method. Back Propagation algorithm is the process of step-by-step calculation of net weights to minimize network error (Kurt and Ture, 2005) . It is the most applied supervised learning algorithm.
Feed forward networks allow a one-way movement from the input to the output, which means there is no feed forward. A typical feed forward ANN consists of the input layer, generally one or two inter-layers (covert layers) and the output layer. Each layer has a varying number of neurons according to the problem under question (Elmas, 2003; Uzun and Erdem, 2005) . In Fig. 1 , a single covert layer feed forward ANN is shown. There are n number of neurons in the input layer, p number of neurons in the covert layer and m number of neurons in the output layer. Network training is performed through weight adjustment of neural connections in each layer. Weight adjustment procedure is implemented by minimizing error function:
In error function, y k represents the output produced by network and t k represents the expected output value. 1/2 is a constant coefficient which is added for smoothing derivative of the function. The term back propagation algorithm originates from backward weight adjustment to minimize error in the output layer (Hamzaçebi and Kutay, 2004) .
Weight change in gradation from tth step of back propagation algorithm to (t+1) th step is shown by the following equation:
Here, η is a positive number which is defined as learning rate parameter of back propagation algorithm and δk(t) is the local error of neuron k in the tth step or the difference between the expected output and the observed output of neuron k. w kj (t) represents weight to which neuron k is linked to the input variable in the tth step and weight to which neuron j is linked in the previous step and y j (t), shows the outputs of neuron j (Kurt and Ture, 2005) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The research is a correlational study. Correlational survey models are research models which are used to determine the presence and/or the rate of co-change between two or more variables (Karasar, 1991) .
Study group-data gathering tools: As it was mentioned before, main aim of the research was to show the use of ANN for parameter estimation over a sample data set. Hence, actual data was used as a result of the study entitled "Views of Students about Current Expectations from Parents in Learning Process and about the Expected Case", where "Questionnaire of Views of Students about Current Expectations from Parents in Learning Process and about the Expected Case" developed by Yılmaz (2009) was used. The measurement tool developed for the research was scaled with five-item Likert type rating. Total explained variance by the measurement tool which consisted of 23 items under a single factor was 35.21. Cronbach Alpha internal consistency coefficient of the measurement tool was 0.91.
The study group consisted of total 906 students; 420 female and 486 male. In the study group, 379 sixth graders, 318 seventh graders and 209 eighth graders were included.
Procedure-data analysis: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to test the normality assumption of score distribution obtained by "Questionnaire of Views of Students about Current Expectations from Parents in Learning Process and about the Expected Case". It was observed that the scale scores were not normally distributed (p<0.05).
The predictive variables of the research were as follows: "gender", "grade", "educational background of mother", "educational background of father", "occupation of mother", "occupation of father", "the number of siblings" and "economic income level". Total score from the measurement tool was defined as the predicted variable. The total score mean was 81.34±18.34.
In the constructed regression model, the predicted variable was continuous and all the predictive variables were nominal (categorical). As a result, testing the initial data set and the new data set by ANN was not possible by parametric regression methods. It is known that semi-parametric methods make strong estimations in the analysis of models where the dependent variable is continuous or categorical and the independent variables are mixed type (categorical, sequencing, interval) (Kayri and Boysan, 2007) . Hence, the data set to be comparatively examined by ANN was analyzed by Chi-squared Automatic Interaction Detection method. Chaid analysis is a mixed statistical approach where (tree shaped) sample categorization method and regression analysis are collectively applied.
The research procedures were as follows: Applying Chaid analysis for the data set obtained by the measurement tool application, re-estimating the data set by ANN, re-applying Chaid analysis for the new data set produced by ANN and comparatively examining the results of both analyses.
The data set in ANN application process was individually tested by the following ANN types: Linear, MLP, Radial Based Function-RBF and Generalized Regression Neural Network-GRNN. The results of the learning model calculating "training", "performanceselection" and "output-test" procedures with the highest probability were taken into account during the new data set production. In ANN application, 80% of the data set was used in training and performance-selection and the remaining 20% was used in testing.
RESULTS
As data on the distributions of the variables of gender and grade, two of the predictive variables in the model, was presented under "Study Group", it will not be repeated here. Distributions of the other predictive variables in the model, not presented before, are given in Table 1 .
As it is clear from Table 1 , almost half of the students' families (47.50%) were in the range of income level from 500 Turkish Liras (TL) and below, most of the mothers (44.26%) and fathers (36.75%) were primary school graduates, most of the mothers were housewives (98.00%), while most of the fathers were workers (20.50%) and self-employed (21.70%)and the number of siblings mostly ranged from 4-6 (37.10%) to 7-9 (42.40%).
Following descriptive statistics procedures of the predictive variables, the data set was examined by ANN for re-estimation. ANN used 444 individuals in the data set for "training", 221 of them for "performanceselection" and the remaining 221 of them for "outputtest" process. In Table 2 , "accurate estimation" probabilities for the new data set given by the learning algorithms used in ANN application are presented. As it is clear from Table 2 , MLP type of ANN had the highest estimation level. Therefore, as mentioned in the literature, MLP optimized the data set with least error, taking y = f(x) model into consideration.
The initial data set obtained by the measurement tool and the new data set obtained by ANN were individually examined by Chaid analysis. Tree diagrams obtained by Chaid analysis showed the effects of the predictive variables on the predicted variable and the significance level of the effects. In Fig. 3 , the diagrams of the initial data set and in Fig. 4 , the diagrams of the new data set obtained by ANN are presented.
As it is clear from Fig. 3 , "educational background of mother" had an important effect on the dependent variable of total score. It was observed that the income level had a significant effect on the students' attitudes whose mothers were "literate and primary school graduates". The number of siblings had a significant effect on the students' attitudes whose mothers were secondary school graduates, high school graduates or university graduates. The tree shaped diagram of "income level", which was considered significant in the model, showed that the variable interacted with "grade".
As it is clear from Fig. 4 , unlike the previous model, "educational background of father" had an overwhelming effect on the students' attitudes in the data set estimated by ANN. Another variable in interaction which was considered significant in the model was "educational background of mother". However, it was observed that educational background of mother had a significant effect on the students' attitudes whose fathers were "illiterate", "literate" or "primary school graduates". The number of siblings had a significant effect on the students' attitudes whose fathers were secondary school graduates, high school graduates or university graduates. Again, educational background of mother had a significant effect on the students' attitudes in the number of siblings range from 1-3.
DISCUSSION
Main aim of the research was to show use of Artificial Neural Networks for parameter estimation. The initial data set obtained by the measurement tool and the new data set obtained by Multi Layer Perceptron Algorithm, which had the highest estimation probability for the research, were individually examined by Chaid analysis and the results were compared. Analysis for the initial data set showed educational background of mother had a significant effect on the dependent variable of total score. In the research, it was observed that the income level had a significant effect on the students' attitudes whose Fig. 4 : Result of chaid analyse with ANN mothers were "literate" or "primary school graduates", while the number of siblings had a significant effect on the students' attitudes whose mothers were secondary school graduates, high school graduates or university graduates. The tree diagram of "income level", which was considered significant in the model, showed the students interacted with grade. Unlike the previous model, analysis for the data set estimated by ANN showed educational background of father had a significant effect on the students' attitudes. Another variable in interaction which was considered significant in the model was "educational background of mother". Yet, educational background of mother had a significant effect on the students' attitudes whose fathers were "illiterate", "literate" or "primary school graduates". The number of siblings had a significant effect on the students' attitudes whose fathers were secondary school graduates, high school graduates or university graduates. Again, educational background of mother had a significant effect on the students' attitudes in the number of siblings range from 1-3.
CONCLUSION
As a result, most studies in the literature suggest models by ANN are more consistent (Badr et al., 2003; Durmuş and Meric, 2005; Kurt and Ture, 2005; Uzun and Erdem, 2005; Wieland and Mirschel, 2008) . The findings of the research show Artificial Neural Networks could be used for parameter estimation in cause-effect based studies in educational sciences. It is also thought the research will contribute to extensive use of advanced statistical methods.
